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The second quarter ended in stark contrast to the first.
Specifically, reversing its negative course and delivering
impressive returns in the face of material macro risks. All
major North American indices finished in the green. In the US
it was led by the tech heavy Nasdaq, although the Dow was
more muted having a lid on its return due to its high weighting
in trade related companies. We will delve into this further in
the commentary, but trade, and specifically trade wars
involving the US is one of the most significant risks facing
global capital markets in many years. Surprisingly however,
many of the US’s trade partners tended to shrug off this risk as
evidenced by Canada where the TSX posted a 6.8% return in
the quarter and seemed oblivious to the emerging threat. Much
of the strength in the TSX (Canada) for the quarter was
primarily from the Energy sub-index (+16%) with the only
detractor being the Utilities sector. From the energy standpoint,
tight supply in the quarter drove the price for oil – however we
don’t see the same moves from Q2 repeating in the back half.
In other words, the price for oil in our opinion will level off
from the torrid pace we just witnessed.

Inflation worries took center stage in Q1 but since the start of
the year several factors have rekindled investor concerns. Signs
of rising protectionism, PMI’s rolling over, and the effects of
rising rates have all sparked fears of a significant downturn in
global growth. Here in Canada, the Bank of Canada just
increased the overnight rate to 1.5% as expected and language
from the release suggests a healthy economy. We agree there
are positive signs, such as the latest GDP readings and
employment numbers, but one thing we are monitoring is how
indebted the Canadian consumer is and how does this stretched
consumer react in an increasing interest rate environment.

Over the past quarter real risks have entered the market and
yet all North American indices were positive. We find this
somewhat confounding, short term. Either the market is
shaking off the risks as transitory or we are set for a significant
downturn. Let’s first take a look at the positives in the market.
As of now we have a constructive backdrop - economic data

suggests continued strength with GDP expected to grow 2.9%
for the year (up from 2.3% in 2017); recent ISM figures read
very well; jobs reports still printing big payroll numbers. As for
earnings - consensus estimates are for 20+% EPS growth in
2018 and equally important analyst estimates continue to
ratchet higher. Note, EPS growth for Q2 is estimated to come
in at 20.1% versus 11.6% last year. Looking at investor
concerns such as inflation - despite a tight labor market and
strong job numbers, wage inflation as of now is not an issue.
As for interest rates - the Fed continues its path for gradual
rate hikes (four expected in 2018), which has flattened the
yield curve, a key indicator for investors.

However, the biggest risk before as, as mentioned above, is
the real and present trade wars, of which the US is an
experienced veteran. Since 1970 there have been seven
major trade disputes involving tariffs, including the one that
began in March of this year. Some were brief and some
overlapped. Historically, during episodes of trade-related
uncertainty stocks underperform, suggesting a cautious
positioning is in order. Treasuries and sometimes gold
outperform. The dollar fell during 5 of the 6 spats. The first
trade spat occurred from August 15, 1971 to December 18,
1971. Nixon abandoned the gold standard and imposed a 10%
surcharge on all dutiable imports. Its purpose was to force its
allies to appreciate their currencies. Some appreciation
occurred, but the cold war and inflation caused these
restrictions to be removed. More notable was the trade
episode during the 1980s, when President Reagan became
concerned with trade deficits and a sharply rising dollar. The
Plaza Accord in 1985 consisted of a German and Japanese
promise, once again, to appreciate their currencies. From
1985-1989 a US – Japan trade war was waged over Japan’s
growing share of the US market and certain unfair trade
practices affecting goods such as cars, semiconductors, and
electronics. The combination of yen appreciation, voluntary
export restraints and tariffs, resulted in compromises and by
early 1990s the US removed Japan from its list of targets.
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This trade war however involves a very powerful opponent –
China, whose rapid military growth and technological
acquisition threatens US global dominance. While pundits say
that China trade with the US hurts them more than the US
there are still several weapons that China can use in a trade
dispute such as depreciating their currency, dumping US
treasuries or imposing penalties on US companies doing
business in China. As we have witnessed, China will view any
imposition of tariffs or the US demands for dramatic RMB
appreciation, as a strategic threat to derail China’s rise.

President Trump’s trade positions are very like those of both
Nixon and Reagan, however the focus is not entirely the
same. True there is a fixation on privileged manufacturing
industries like steel and auto, and in the NAFTA renegotiation.
But this time there is a heightened focus on China’s abuses of
the international trade system., and in particular its
technology theft and intellectual property violations.
Congress will make it very difficult for President Trump to
back down from those issues and as such we may be only at
the beginning of the trade wars and should expect heightened
volatility.

Given these concerns, the Fund entered, and finished, the
quarter neutrally exposed from a net long perspective.
Further this was a quarter of transition as the majority of the
portfolio management responsibilities shifted to the Jemekk
team. Although the Fund didn’t keep pace with the TSX in this
blistering quarter, due primarily to the sizable move in Energy,
we are confident the Fund is on the right path and the
transition is complete. Specifically, within the Fund, Gains
from Technology (Shopify) and Basic Materials (Stelco) led the
way, whereas the detractors came from Index shorts,
Communications (IAC Interactive) and Industrials (NFI Group -
which has become caught up in the tariff trade reaction and
experienced a drawdown which we believe is overdone).

From a positioning perspective, there are without a doubt real
concerns in the marketplace and as such we expect to remain
conservatively positioned over the short term. The market is
currently telling us that trade wars won’t be long lasting, but
we take a more cynical view. We are positioned defensively
and will act swiftly when conditions change. We will keep
investors abreast of exposures and positioning in all our
commentaries going forward. Further, please have a look at
the statistics sheet included with this communication for

further transparency regarding the Fund.

On an operational note, as per our ongoing efforts to keep all
investors informed of changes that impact your Fund, we
continue to streamline our operations and service providers.
Please note that as of the end of Q2 2018, the Fund(s)
administrator has changed to SGGG Fund Services Inc.
(SGGGFI). The review of our administrators focussed on
service quality, cost and reliability. Although all the
administrators we met, including the current one(s), scored
very well on these metrics, we felt the best fit for client needs
going forward was SGGGFI. You will notice a change in the
look and feel of client statements beginning with the next
quarterly communication. Any other changes, other than
these, will be very minor. If you want to follow up further on
this change feel free to reach out to the Jemekk team directly.

Thank you for your continued support and we look forward to
reporting to you at the end of the third quarter 2018.

Frank Mersch 1.647.341.2700
Gerard Ferguson: 1.416.777.4491
Rick Ummat: 1.416.777.4496

Forward-looking Statements: The information contained in this transcript may include estimates, projections and other “forward looking statements”, which are generally expressed in the future
tense, or using words such as “expect”, “anticipate”, “believe” or “may”, whether or not they are expressly identified as forward looking statements. Any such statements pertaining to our investment
products were based on assumptions that we believed to be reasonable at the time, but which may prove to be incorrect. As a result, any forward looking statements may prove to be incorrect and
actual performance may differ materially from that predicted in any forward-looking statements. The opinions expressed herein reflect those of the individual portfolio manager. These opinions are
subject to change at any time based on market or other conditions, and Jemekk Capital Management disclaims any responsibility to update such views. These opinions may differ from those of
other portfolio managers or of Jemekk Capital Management as a whole. The information and material presented herein are for information purposes only and not to be used or construed as a
public offering, an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities, which may only be made pursuant to a prospectus. Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and
expenses all may be associated with investment funds. Please read the prospectus before investing.
The indicated rates of return are the historical annual compounded total returns including changes in share value and reinvestment of all dividends and do not take into account sales, redemption,
distribution or optional charges or income taxes payable by any security holder that would have reduced returns. Investment funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past
performance may not be repeated. Comparisons to indices and other benchmarks are inherently unreliable indicators of future performance.
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